STARTING YOUR OWN
CHAPTER
Want to contribute to
America’s premier organization
for young people in aviation?
Join our fast-growing network of chapters across America, currently numbering 24 chapters
in 16 states. Our chapters are the bedrock of our movement to bring more young people into
aviation as a career, pastime, and a pursuit that advances science, engineering, and business.
They provide advice, networking resources, access to Young Pilots USA programs and events,
and a social environment for like-minded young people.
Requirements:
1. A founding Chapter President, who should join Young Pilots USA and select
the “Start Your Own” chapter option on the application form. Current Members
seeking to start a new chapter should contact us directly.
2. Two other founding Members, who should follow the same procedure. Young
Pilots USA administrators will handle the processing of founding Members and
the Chapter President into the new Chapter.
3. A street address; this does not need to be a mailing address or, necessarily, the
meeting location for Chapter activities. Typically, our Chapters are based
around airports. If you do not have a local airport or you prefer to be based
somewhere off-airport, please contact us.
These details, aside from our Membership application, which can be found on our
website, can be reported to Young Pilots USA by contacting us directly; we’re working on
setting up a regular form for these
submissions in the future. We look
forward to expanding our mission into
your area, with your help!

RUNNING YOUR CHAPTER
Because aviation can be so
open-ended, it can be challenging to
figure out how your Chapter will
function after you start it. We don’t
want to be overbearing, so a lot of this is
up to you, but we do have some
suggestions based on successful past
Young Pilots USA events:
●

Monthly Social Meetings – We highly recommend making sure that your
Chapter meets regularly; it keeps everyone engaged and ensures the success
of your group. These work best when they’re casual and act as a space for
Members to share updates in their training and flying and their passion for
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●
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aviation. Some chapters also run aviation movie nights or field trips to other
local airports. Pro tip: more people will come if there’s food!
Guest Speakers – If you have a particularly interesting, more experienced
person associated with your Chapter, have them come to a meeting and tell
your Members about their aviation story.
Ground School – See if a local CFI will do some short ground school
presentations for your Chapter. Even if you or your Members are already
licensed pilots, reviewing materials that make you safer is always a good idea.
Open Houses – Present to your local community on the benefits of aviation as
a career, pastime, and a pursuit that advances science, engineering, and
business! Solid preparation and a good space are crucial for this to succeed,
but it can be a great way to grow your Chapter and the aviation community on
the whole!
Flying! – Actually flying airplanes as a Chapter can be really tricky; for one, you
need access to general aviation aircraft, properly licensed pilots, and the
resources to take advantage of these in a safe and enjoyable way. For insurance
reasons, Young Pilots USA is not affiliated in any way with the flying that its
members do and does not organize flights, but our luckier Members have
worked together to fly together and even coordinate fly-outs to local grass
strips! Please do not hesitate to contact us directly if you have any questions on
this matter.

Aside from the events our Chapters organize, Young Pilots USA organizes an annual
fly-in at Goodspeed Airport in East Haddam, CT, which coincides with our Annual Meeting,
and also sponsors various aviation projects that our members come up with. If you have any
other ideas that you think we should add to
this list, please let us know.

ABOUT YOUNG PILOTS USA
Founded in September 2020, Young Pilots
USA is America’s leading organization for
young people in aviation. With 24 chapters
in 16 states, Young Pilots USA is a members’
association that advocates for the
integration of the next generation into all
aspects of the aviation industry and
community, and for the growth overall of
aviation as a career, pastime, and pursuit
that can advance science, engineering, and
business. Young Pilots USA has been
recognized by AOPA and EAA and featured in three major aviation publications for its efforts,
and raises money every year for charities in aviation and other sectors.
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